We propose a novel way to create categorized discourse lexicons for multiple languages. We combine information from the Penn Discourse Treebank with statistical machine translation techniques on the Europarl corpus. Using gender profiling as an application, we evaluate our approach by comparing it with an approach using features from a knowledge-based lexicon and with an Rhetorical structure theory (RST) discourse parser. Our experiments are performed on corpora for three languages (English, Dutch, and German) in two genres (news and blogs). We include a feature analysis in which we look for (in)consistencies of discourse features related to male and female authors between the different experimental settings.
Introduction
Computational discourse analysis is still quite limited by the number of languages for which discourse parsers or large enough resources exist. To our knowledge, there exists research on discourse parsing for only a handful of languages: English and Chinese-which were both part of the CoNLL-2016 shared task on shallow discourse parsing (Xue et al., 2016 )-Brazilian Portuguese (Maziero et al., 2015; Pardo and Nunes, 2008) , and those languages plus an additional four (Spanish, Dutch, Basque, and German) were recently studied by Braud et al. (2017) . Not all of this research has led to practically useable discourse parsers though.
Recent initiatives such as the TextLink network have created an impetus for the creation of new resources (and for the unification of previously existing resources) related to discourse structure of text. Discourse-annotated corpora, as well as lexicons of discourse connectives, are now becoming available for an increasing number of languages. Discourse connectives are words or phrases that signal discourse relations (e.g. cause or contrast) between a sentence and what comes before or after. These resources are listed on the TextLink website, 1 where we count resources for more than fifteen different languages. Yet, several of these resources are very small and there is a lot of work to be done.
This article aims to contribute to the language diversity in discourse analysis by proposing a novel way to create discourse lexicons for multiple languages. Such lexicons contain discourse connectives that are annotated with the discourse relations they convey according to the Penn Discourse Treebank (PDTB) tags (The PDTB Research Group, 2008) .
Our main interest is how the explicit discourse information in a text can be used as features-using such lexicons-for author profiling experiments, e.g. gender prediction where the task is to predict the gender of the author of a text, based on only the text. We believe that there are differences between individuals in how they convey the relations between sentences in a text, and also in which relations they use. For example, some people may make more comparisons than other people. It is our hypothesis that we can generalize and find discourse aspects of text that surpass the individuals and are found at the level of gender.
We perform this research on Dutch, English, and German corpora. English is interesting because we will be able to compare our approach with a discourse parser. We have included German in this study to be able to evaluate our approach extrinsically by comparing its performance with that of a knowledge-based discourse lexicon where connectives have associated relations, namely, DiMLex (Stede, 2002) . We hypothesize that our approach will achieve similar performance to the knowledgebased lexicon, but that using the discourse parser will still outperform our approach.
The remainder of this article is structured as follows. We discuss some relevant related research on both discourse analysis and gender profiling in Section 2. We introduce Discourse for Multiple Languages (DiMuL)-our new approach to discourse features-as well as the other features we use in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe the data sets that we evaluate our features on. Our experiments are described in Section 5, in which you will also find the results. Section 6 contains a feature analysis. A discussion of all our findings follows in Section 7, after which a conclusion closes this article in Section 8.
Related Research
In this section, we provide a brief overview of related research on both discourse analysis and gender profiling. In a third subsection, we discuss the recent developments on the use of discourse features in gender profiling experiments.
Discourse analysis
Discourse is the level of information in text above that of the sentence. It is concerned with how text is structured and how text is coherent. 'A coherent text is designed around a common topic [. . .] individual units of information enter meaningful relationships to one another' (Stede, 2012, p. 1) . One way to cohesively connect information over sentence boundaries is the use of connectives, such as 'in contrast' or 'moreover'. However, discourse relations between sentences can also exist implicitly, without the use of connectives. There is some research on the detection of these implicit discourse relations (Pitler et al., 2009; Lin et al., 2009 ), but it falls out of the scope of this article.
Discourse connectives (also known as discourse markers) are then important explicit markers of the discourse relations that are described in different theories of discourse structure. The best known models/resources of textual discourse are rhetorical structure theory (RST) (Mann and Thompson, 1987) and the PDTB (Prasad et al., 2008) . In both cases, discourse connectives (sometimes implicit) get assigned discourse relations that denote the connection between two arguments, i.e. a sentence and what comes before or after. For example, Argument 2 can be the result of Argument 1, which may be indicated with the connective 'as a result'. We will discuss both the PDTB (see Section 3.1.1) and RST (see Section 3.2) further in this article. For a broader introduction into discourse analysis for language technology, see Webber et al. (2012) or Stede (2012).
Gender profiling
The goal of gender profiling is to predict the gender of the author of a text based only on the text itself. It is part of the broader task of author profiling where also other characteristics of the author are of interest, e.g. age or personality. Gender profiling is a well-established task that has received considerable attention over the years, not in the least because of online anonymity also creating harmful situations, such as sexually transgressive behavior. Since 2013, a yearly shared task on gender prediction has been organized as part of the PAN workshop series (Rangel et al., 2017 ). An overview of recent research in author profiling can be found in Neal et al. (2017) .
A typical gender profiling system uses a supervised machine learning approach to classify texts into two classes, either male or female. Commonly used features include word and character n-grams.
In all previous research on gender profiling, gender is defined as a binary categorization between male and female. There is however an ongoing debate on non-binary gender 2 and the ethical implications around gender as a variable in natural language processing (NLP) research (Larson, 2017) .
Discourse features for author profiling
In recent years, a few papers appeared that also investigated the importance of discourse features for author profiling. They will be briefly discussed here.
The first use of discourse features relevant to our research was not on author profiling but on authorship attribution, which is the task of attributing a text to a specific author rather than predicting the profile of an author. Feng and Hirst (2014) built a classifier on the work of nineteenth-century writers that predicts the author of a text. They use a method called discourse entity grid (Barzilay and Lapata, 2008) as a measure of discourse coherence. This method makes use of the different grammatical roles that the same entity can assume in a piece of text. The surface form of the entity can vary over the different occurrences. They hypothesize that authors individually differ in their use of patterns and types of role transitions. Recently, Ferracane et al. (2017) used the same featurization method in a new setup, employing a convolutional neural network for classification. They also proposed a method for the creation of discourse embeddings and found models using those to perform better than probabilitybased models.
To our knowledge, Soler-Company and Wanner (2017) were the first to study the relevance of discourse features for author profiling. They used the discourse parser by Surdeanu et al. (2015) to obtain the RST discourse structure of text. As features they use the frequency of each discourse relation and the shape of the discourse trees: depth, width, and ramification factor.
3 They found that discourse features are indeed informative of the age and gender of an author, though it is unclear whether it can also help to improve over state-of-the-art performance (Soler-Company, 2017) .
Feature generation
In this section, we first propose our new approach DiMuL to generating discourse features that is applicable to many languages. We further introduce the discourse parser that we use for English. Finally, we explain how we created function word lexicons for the three languages in our study. Those lexicons are used to compare the performance of function word counts as features with the performance of discourse features in the context of gender prediction. All these features will be used in our experiments in addition to the standard features such as token and character n-grams.
Discourse for multiple languages
Our approach relies on both the PDTB and methods from statistical machine translation which we will discuss in the following sections. We first describe an example of our approach: the transfer of the discourse relations of an English connective to a different language.
Penn Discourse Treebank
The PDTB is an English text corpus in which occurrences of discourse connectives are annotated with the discourse relation they convey according to the PDTB 2.0 tag set (Prasad et al., 2008) . Depending on the context, the same connective can entail different discourse relations. There are 100 unique connectives present in the corpus, and we obtain all the annotations for all their occurrences. This allows us to compute frequencies of discourse relations for each connective which can later be used as weights. The PDTB tags are hierarchically structured, which enables us to create discourse lexicons on three levels of specificity (from four very broad relations to forty very specific relations). Figure 1 shows the tag set and illustrates its hierarchy.
Example-Part 1
The English discourse connective moreover has expansion as associated PDTB relation with 1.0 as strength, because it apparently only occurs with this meaning in the PDTB corpus.
Extrapolate to other languages
The multilingual aspect of our approach relies on methods from statistical machine translation (Brown et al., 1990) . By measuring how frequently words and phrases appear as translations of each other in parallel corpora, phrase tables can be made that list elements with the strongest translational equivalence, i.e. words that are each other's best translations (Melamed, 2000) . Lopes et al. (2015) produced such phrase tables of discourse connectives for all the languages in the Europarl parallel corpus (Koehn, 2005) . They are available online, 4 and we will use them in this study. The novelty of our work is in extrapolating the English-weighted discourse lexicon from the PDTB to other languages (such as Dutch and German), using these phrase tables.
We hypothesize that abstracting over the individual connectives to discourse relations can provide stronger evidence of the use of these discourse relations. For example, in Dutch, als and indien (English: if) are both markers that indicate a condition. Instead of as two separate words we will count them as two instances of the same relation.
Furthermore, studying the relations apart from the connectives allows us to make comparisons of discourse between languages.
Because we utilize phrase tables from the Europarl corpus (Koehn, 2005) , we can easily create our weighted discourse lexicons for all official languages of the European Union.
The English list of discourse connectives used by Lopes et al. contains 456 items, while the PDTB contains 100 different discourse connectives. There is an overlap of 86 items between the two lists that we can use as our seed list. The remaining items are thus discarded because we have no associated discourse relations for them. After extrapolation from English using the phrase tables, we find 335 unique connectives for Dutch and 341 unique connectives for German. The mean number of discourse relations per connective is around 1.9. The mean strength of the strongest relation of each connective is 0.90, while the median strength is 0.98. This indicates that although a connective has two associated relations on average, most connectives have a strong primary meaning.
To evaluate our approach, we need an existing knowledge-based resource similar to our weighted lexicon. If we can show our discourse features to perform at least as well as those generated with the knowledge-based lexicon, we can assume that our approach is solid. We found the German discourse lexicon DiMLex to fit our needs perfectly. DiMLex is a lexicon of German discourse markers with manually annotated relations of discourse per connective (Stede, 2002; Scheffler and Stede, 2016) . We will discuss the outcome of this evaluation in Section 7. Since there do not exist such lexicons for English and Dutch, we will have to assume that this approach-if successful-also works for other languages.
Example-Part 2
We find the following five Dutch collocations using Lopes et al.'s phrase tables with moreover as the source word: trouwens, verder, voorts, bovendien de, bovendien in. Each of these Dutch target connectives now receives the discourse relations and their weights of the source word, namely, expansion with weight 1.0. Unless they have multiple source Fig. 1 Relation hierarchy of the PDTB 2.0 tagset (The PDTB Research Group, 2008, p.27) words (when the connective is the target word of more than one source word), then the relations of the source words are merged with weighting by collocation strength. In our example, trouwens has a second source word: besides. This word has two associated relations in the PDTB: expansion (weight: 0.9474) and comparison (weight: 0.0526). The strength of the collocation of the source words with the target words (moreover: 0.1068; besides: 0.0037) now serves as a weight for their relations to be combined to the target relations. We take the product of the collocation strength and the source relations. After rescaling to sum is 1, the target relations become expansion (weight: 0.9982) and comparison (weight: 0.0018).
DiMuL features
Featurizing a text with the DiMuL lexicons works as follows. The occurrences of each connective in the lexicon are counted. In the case of multi-word phrases, only the longest matching connective is counted. We then assume that the associated relations of each connective are present in the proportion of their weights. Some of our discourse connectives also have non-connective uses. Just like a bag-of-words model, we do not distinguish between different meanings of words or phrases.
RST parser
We compare our discourse features on the English data with features from the RST discourse parser by Surdeanu et al. (2015) available on Github 5 which was also used by Soler-Company and Wanner (2017) . We employ a similar method of featurizing the discourse parser output as in this previous research, namely, use counts of the identified discourse relations normalized by the document length.
These features are actually very similar in design to our discourse features, but where the RST parser processes an entire text, our features are generated based only on token cues in the text. We can distinguish two levels of specificity by either taking the direction of the RST relation into account or not, for example contrast (RightToLeft) vs. contrast. The higher specificity stands for the more specific relations. Where other researchers sometimes also add features representing the depth and width of the RST parse tree, we decided not to use those to keep the approach comparable to ours and focus on information about the types of discourse relation.
Function words
As a point of comparison for our discourse approach, we will also do experiments with function word counts as features. Function words are considered standard features for gender prediction experiments. We gathered the following lists of function words for the three languages under consideration. These lists were compiled in different ways-as described below-because of which we cannot compare the performance of function words over the different languages, but it does allow us to compare with the performance of other features for the same language.
English 
Data sets
We use a total of five data sets for three languages. The size and class distribution of each corpus can be found in Table 1 . In the following sections, we describe the origins of each corpus and how we processed it. In light of the focus of the article on discourse elements, we chose two genres that typically do not have very short texts (such as typical social media text might have), namely, news articles and blog posts.
News corpora
Two existing news corpora were newly annotated for gender. We have a Dutch corpus from the Flemish-Belgian newspaper Het Laatste Nieuws (HLN) at our disposal, as well as an English corpus from the New York Times (NYT). These corpora have in common that the name of the journalist is present in the metadata which allows for deriving the gender of the author. This gender annotation was done automatically with manual verification. Only the authors of single-author articles were taken into account, whose names were then automatically classified as male or female using a gazetteer-based approach 9 and manually verified. In case of doubt-for example with ambiguous names such as Alex, Sam, Kim and others-the journalist was discarded.
Both corpora were further processed to create instances in such a way that there was a balance for gender. Also, a single author is not allowed to have more than 1,000 articles in the final data set.
In the next two subsections, we provide some more details about the two news corpora we used. Unfortunately, we did not have a German news corpus to our disposal.
Het Laatste Nieuws
This corpus exists of news articles published in the period 2010-16 in the Belgian Dutch-language newspaper HLN. The result of our gender annotation is a list of 699 authors of which 547 are men and 152 are women. One million articles are associated with these authors. At the end of the preprocessing, we end up with 144,324 instances, balanced for gender. 
New York Times

Blog corpora
The second genre is blogs. For English, we use the Blog Authorship corpus that was developed by Schler et al. (2006) . We also use a Dutch and German corpus that originates from the Blogger platform.
Blogger
In 2014, some large corpora of blog posts in different languages were created in our research group by mining 10 the Blogger 11 platform for blog posts. Many bloggers list their gender on their profile which provides us with a gold standard label. We will employ the German and Dutch corpora in this research while balancing the data sets for gender. This results in a Dutch data set of 168,726 instances and a German data set of 476,210 instances.
Blog Authorship Corpus
The Blog Authorship corpus is an English corpus of blog posts. It was published in 2006 by Schler et al. and is still available online. 12 The data were collected in 2004, also from the Blogger platform but because there is a huge time gap and this corpus has been published, we describe it separately. The age and gender of each blogger are known, as well as the astrological sign and industry of some bloggers.
The corpus was preprocessed by us-discarding some files with problematic encoding-and balanced for gender, leaving us with 616,716 instances.
Experiments
We run standard supervised machine learning experiments using the Python libraries omesa 13 for vectorization and sklearn (Pedregosa et al., 2011) for classification. We exploratively test a number of different classification algorithms in a ten-fold crossvalidation setup. We work with algorithms that have provided good results in related research. Whenever possible, the parameter random_state (which controls the internal randomization of the algorithms) was fixed to be able to reproduce results. We used the following machine learning algorithms: SGDClassifier 14 with n_ iter ¼ 50 Logistic Regression (LR) Random Forest (RF) Classifier
In the following two sections we will describe the results of our gender prediction experiments. Table 2 provides a summary of all the abbreviations used in the following result tables. The baseline for all corpora is 0.50, since we are dealing with a twoclass problem and they are all balanced. We have run experiments on each feature type separately, as well as on combinations of n-gram features and discourse features. The discourse features never improved the n-gram results.
Results for news
The results for both news corpora show moderate results for state-of-the-art features, such as token and character n-grams. For Dutch, the results are around 0.63-0.64 in F-score (see Table 3 ). For English, the results (see Table 4 ) are slightly higher with F-scores between 0.66 and 0.68. When looking at our discourse features, it is harder to make a clear analysis. The results for discourse on the Dutch HLN corpus do not seem to outperform the baseline. For English, there seems to be a slightly larger learning effect but still quite close to the baseline. The RST features with higher specificity seem to outperform our features. The lower specificity RST features do not perform well.
Combinations of n-gram features with discourse features were empirically tested for both the news and blogs corpora, but the results were always nearidentical to the n-gram result.
Results for blogs
We achieve very high results with n-gram features for both the German (0.88-0.92, see Table 7 ) and Dutch (0.89-0.92, see Table 5 ) Blogger data sets. The English Blog Authorship Corpus yields somewhat more moderate results, with F-scores between 0.67 and 0.69 on n-gram features (see Table 6 ). With regard to the discourse features, we again see very promising results for Dutch (0.59-0.68) and German (0.61-0.64). The table with the results for the German Blogger dataset also contains results for the DiMLex features, which score lower (0.58-0.61) than our own discourse features. For English, the discourse results are more comparable to the news corpus with a range of 0.53-0.54. Also similar to the news corpus is that the RST features outperform our discourse features (only) when using the more specific relations.
Feature Analysis
In this section we perform a feature analysis aimed to investigate which discourse relations and connectives are good predictors of either female or male authorship. We can use the coefficients of the LR learning algorithm to identify good features. Features with positive coefficients are associated with the positive class and vice versa. The higher the absolute value of the coefficient, the stronger the association with the class. It is difficult to draw any conclusions for Dutch, since the classifier trained on the HLN Dutch news corpus with discourse features has a very weak performance.
In a first analysis, we have a look at the ten connectives that are associated the strongest with each gender for each of the corpora (except the HLN Dutch news, see above). We can say the most about the English connectives (see Table 8 ) because we have two corpora available for this language. We see that in other words and in short are considered male connectives in both corpora and that when and if is considered female in both corpora (see bold marking). The connectives for German can be found in Table 9 , while the Dutch connectives are listed in Table 10 . For German, two connectives for which the translation is also in the English top ten behave conversely. The connectives nichtsdestoweniger and mithin are associated with the male gender in German, but nonetheless and consequently are both associated with female gender in English. For Dutch, we were able to spot two connectives behaving conversely to the other languages. The connectives andere woorden and als resultaat are associated with the female gender in Dutch, while their translations in other words (English) and als resultat (as a result in German) are associated with the male gender. Our second analysis is based on the dimulcat3 features for all corpora which are our own DiMuL features at specificity Level 3 (most specific). The most important relation in our analysis seems to be justification which behaves interestingly with regards to genre. This relation is strongly male in all the news corpora, yet strongly female in all the blogs corpora. The discourse relation of justification entails that a claim is being expressed and that some justification for this claim is present (though no causal influence is implied) (The PDTB Research Group, 2008, p. 29) . We currently have no adequate explanation for this finding.
We also investigate our features within each language over the two genres. We list the most important relations in Table 11 below and indicate where Dutch and German are similar to (bold) or different from (italics) English. We will focus our analysis on German and English. These languages agree on one 
Discussion
Our findings show that discourse aspects of a text contribute to the prediction of the gender of a text's author. There are however several interesting remarks to be made about the circumstances in which this is possible.
The results are much better for the Blogger data sets (Dutch and German) than for the news data sets (HLN for Dutch and NYT for English). This may indicate that there is a genre factor to gender prediction from discourse. News is a more formal genre in which authors follow editing guidelines, and their articles are often edited. This may reduce the impact of the individual writing style (containing gender elements) on the text. Strangely, the results on the English blogs are in between the results for news and for the other blogs. There is no easy explanation for this, though we want to note that this particular corpus was constructed in the early 2000s when blogs as the genre we know now was still in its infancy.
The algorithm that performs best overall is LR. Though stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is very fast and performs well for experiments with many features, it performs badly when there are few features. The experiments with RF show especially good results on the experiments for German Blogger with few features. Early on in the study, we also tested MultinomialNB and DecisionTreeClassifier and tried out scaling and different ways of performing feature selection. However there was no noticeable speedup nor improved results which left us with no reason to use them further.
Looking at which feature types perform best, there seems to be a trend that the more specific the features a system can use, the better the system. This is very visible in the following hierarchy of features, ordered from lower to better results, which is consistent over all the data sets: dimulcat1 < dimulcat2 < dimulcat3 < dimulconn < funcwords. A similar remark was made by Ferracane et al. (2017, p. 8) when discussing the performance of discourse embeddings which also allow for more specific features. Unfortunately, one negative finding is that discourse relations do not perform better than the connectives.
There are two comparisons to be made to evaluate our approach. We used the approximate randomization test (ART) 16 to find out whether the systems were significantly different from each other. ART is a nonparametric test suitable for F-scores (Noreen, 1989) .
We first tested dimulcat3 against dimlexcat3 on the German Blogger data set (P < 0.001). Interestingly, our generated lexicon DiMuL thus performs significantly better than the knowledgebased lexicon DimLex (which can be considered a gold standard) on the German data set for gender detection. This is better than we hypothesized. In light of our previous finding (see paragraph above), this is probably due to the larger number of (more specific) features that DiMuL can create, but that is also an advantage of our approach.
Second, we tested rst2 versus dimulcat3 on the English NYT corpus: (P < 0.001) and found the RST discourse parser to significantly outperform our own approach. Since our approach is an approximation by weighting of the discourse relations in the text based on the connectives, and the RST parser constructs a discourse parse tree of the entire text, this result is not surprising, as the parser is expected to be more precise than our system. However, such parsers only exist for a very limited number of languages, thus maintaining the relevance of our approach.
Conclusion and Future Work
In summary, we have presented a novel approach (DiMuL) for inducing lexicons of discourse connectives with associated discourse relations by combining an existing English corpus of discourse (PDTB) with techniques from machine translation. We have created resources for Dutch and German, but because we use the Europarl corpus, our method will work for all European languages.
Furthermore, we have used these lexicons for gender prediction experiments. The results vary between the data sets and genres. The results for the news corpora were inconclusive, but the blog corpora showed convincing predictive effects of discourse aspects of text. Using the connectives as features gave better results than using the discourse relations as features, most likely due to the reduced number of features. Our approach gave better results than using a knowledge-based lexicon for German; yet the available English discourse parser still outperformed our approach.
As this is still one of the first works on utilizing discourse information for author profiling, there is much work to be done. We are strong proponents of research on less prominent languages, so we hope that other researchers will employ our method to explore what discourse lexicons can offer for their languages. Also, we have chosen for this article not to work with implicit discourse relations, but we believe this to be an important line in future research. For example, because there might be differences between groups of people in how many (and which) relations they express explicitly versus implicitly.
Notes
